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February 2018 Market Wrap      Thursday 1 March 2018 
 

February marked a turbulent month for equities, fixed income and commodity markets. On the 8th of 
February the US S&P 500 reached correction territory 2,581 and has rallied since then to end the month 
down (3.89%) at 2,714. 
 

Index 1 Month 52 Weeks YTD 
DJIA -4.28 +18.53 +1.25 
Nasdaq -1.87 +23.19 +5.35 
S&P 500 -3.69 +17.10 +1.83% 
Russel 2000 -3.97 +6.99 -1.50% 
ASX 200 (Australia) +0.36% +10.10 -0.09% 

 
The US market Dow Jones Industrial Average, the broader S&P Index and the tech-heavy Nasdaq 
Composite Index set records highs through 2017 and into 2018. The rise of so-called FAAMG stocks – 
Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft and Google (renamed Alphabet) – explains much of the increase in 
the US stocks indices. Over 2017, Apple rose 48%, Microsoft 40%, Amazon 56%, Facebook 53% and 
Alphabet (Class A) 33%, increases that helped the S&P 500 Index gain 19% last year. 
 
So why the move and what’s the debate - inflation? The real debate is over whether it will be a non-event 
or something more ominous. 
 
Since 2008 central banks around the world have presided over super loose monetary policy. They have 
printed money and decreased interest rates to historically low levels. Central Bank policy is linked to 
inflation while inflation is low rates can stay low. The US central bank is the first bank to start increasing 
rates. 
 
The market sell off was triggered by strong US job numbers (unemployment to a 17 year low), but 
inflation is still under control below the 2% target.  
 
Confused, markets are forward looking, over heating first (strong growth) then inflation. Second the US 
gets tax cuts and a federal spending boost are about to juice the economy and potentially push 
unemployment even lower. This was last seen in the US in 1960 when they let the inflation genie out of 
the bottle.  
 
Higher Inflation means that Central Banks will increase rates higher than expected. This changes the risk 
free rate (higher) which is used to value all assets. Higher rates leads to lower valuations. 
 
While the markets get their collect heads around the future trajectory of inflation, interest rates and 
Central Bank policy. The market will be choppy.     
 
If you have any questions or concerns in the meantime don’t hesitate to contact me. 
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